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At Super Connector, we make creating platforms seamless,
so you are empowered to grow and engage your community
We take care of the tech so you can focus
on growth and engagement

Modular approach lets us tailor
functionality to your needs in weeks

Customizable advanced functionality
Connect
better

Grow your
community

Engage
your network
Friendly interface and user experience

Most people become
tired of generic social
apps. We develop
a community app
that your members
will love and become
raving fans.
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Improving your
members experience
with a better
platform gives you
the ability to expand
your community
farther than you
had ever hoped.

Segment and analyze
community needs
to provide
targeted content
and invitations
to relevant events.

Continuous updates and support

Integration with other services

Super Connector’s functionality helps you to engage its users
at the stage of use and long after
Engage supporters, motivate them
to donate and share info
Share fresh news, videos
and campaign updates
Launch TikTok trend or any
other social media activity
Get useful feedback from your voters
Invite the most active supporters
to your offline and online events

Available for:
IOS
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Android

Web

Admin access and analytics will allow your team to segment
the electorate and target them directly through:

Push
notifications

In-app
messages

Using
contact details

We have developed
a prototype of the future app

Some important things to know:
For the best experience please
open the prototype from your smartphone

This is just a draft, and during the design
phase we’ll be able to add / change / remove
any parts of it to follow your requirements
On the next step the app
will be re-designed to make it unique,
modern and overall pleasant to use
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Scan to see
the clickable
prototype of
the future app

Our app provides various screens to connect
with voters and keep them posted
Registration and login
To register in the app, a user will need
to give his name, e-mail address
and set the password.

Language
selection
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Users can select language or dialect
of the information in the app. Direct messages
wil be segmented based on different
demographics, including language

Our app provides various screens to connect
with voters and keep them posted
Manny’s personal page
This tab is dedicated
to Manny’s biography
and electioneering

Social pages
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TikTok trends

Political
campaign

Our app provides various screens to connect
with voters and keep them posted
Events
Here users will see
the list of all election rallies
held by Manny and his team

Events can be filtered by:

Date
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Title

Location

Our app allows to reach voters directly and acquire more donations

Donation promotion

Voters donation

Our app will help to:

Payments from anywhere
in the world in multiple forms

App processing

Ask supporters
for donations directly

Have relationship
with users instead
of cold emails

Segment and target
audience with
customized messages
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Secure
&
Instant

Interested in learning more?

Let’s connect!
Phone number placeholder

E-mail address placeholder

Website placeholder

